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deserve a note: a = 0 is invariant under monotonic transformation of the image intensities (morphological invariance),
and a = 3 is invariant under affine transformations (the angle of the corner).
We will investigate the above subclass of corner measures in an embedded Gaussian Scale-Space (see [10] and
the references therein):

Abstract
The isophote curvature times the gradient magnitude to
some power has been studied in the literature as a measure
of cornerness in images, and stability in terms of sampling
noise has been proposed by selecting corners in these measures at high scale and locating them at fine scale. We will
examine the problem of tracking extrema of these measures
in the Linear Scale-Space and conclude that annihilations
and creations generically occurs, so that corners in general
cannot be tracked to arbitrarily fine/coarse scale. However,
there are quantitatively differences, and the analysis indicates that isophote curvature times the gradient magnitude
is best suited for binary images.

L(x; t) = G(x; t)  L(x);
where the original image L(x) is convolved with a Gaussian
function G of variance 2t.

The advantages of such an embedding is that it reduces
the grid and noise effects and allows for a uniform analysis
of corners of all sizes or resolution. The disadvantage is that
the corners are dislocated at high scale and should be traced
back to low scale in order to improve their location. We will
show that this process – although common in the literature –
is problematic due to the complicated catastrophe structure
across scale.
We will sketch the catastrophe structure in two different
settings. Firstly, by examining the spatial singularity structure of the corner measures. However, Rieger [6] noted that
such corner points usually do not correspond to corners of
Canny edges. Therefore in a second approach we will extend Rieger’s analysis of corners on Canny edges to edges
defined as single isophotes.

1. Introduction
The literature on corner detection roughly divides into
two classes. Some use explicit models, see e.g. [7] for an
overview. Others use derivative expressions like the Gaussian curvature, the structure tensor (the interest operator,
second moment matrix), expressions involving the isophote
curvature, and the curvature of Canny edges, see e.g. [8] for
an overview.
One subclass of the latter is corners defined as the
isophote curvature times the absolute gradient length to
some power a:
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2. Image structure

a
a?1
= jrLj  = Lw Lvv ;

Assume a multi-scale spatially 2D image L(x; y; t) :
 IR+ 7! IR, where x; y are the spatial coordinates
and t a scale parameter. We are interested in spatial point
features defined as the intersection of zero loci of two differential expressions: A(x; y; t) = 0 and B (x; y; t) = 0. In
our case of corners, this may be A = @x C and B = @y C ,
or in the case of corners constrained to a single isophote:
A = L ? I0 and B = @v C . We analyse the scale-space
curves satisfying A = B = 0. In the scale-space points
where the tangent of the curve is not pointing directly in the

where we have used notation w being the gradient direction
and v the (perpendicular) tangent direction of the isophote
in a right hand coordinate system (w; v ). Kitchen and
Rosenfeld [3] suggested to use a = 1, Zuniga and Haralick [11] proposed a = 0, and Blom [1] and Lindeberg [4]
investigated a = 3.
The advantage of using a corner measure with a > 0 is
that the product will focus on high isophote curvatures close
to high contrast edges. There are two special values of a that

IR

1

2

scale direction, we may introduce a local parametrisation of
the curve

The events for the isophote constrained measure is that a
minimum on the curve meets a maximum. In both cases,
there is no constraint on whether minima must be positive
or maxima negative or vice versa. Hence we can conclude
that both annihilation and creation happens generically involving maxima of the absolute value of C . The implication
of this is that tracking a corner over scale can only be performed over an open interval of scales. At scales outside
this interval, the corner does not exist.

A(x; y(x); t(x)) = B (x; y(x); t(x)) = 0;
such that it is identified by the two scalar functions y (x)
and t(x). By differentiation with respect to x and solving a
linear system of equations, we obtain:

By ? Bx Ay :
tx = AAx B
?A B
t y

y t

3. Experiments on Characters

The denominator is only zero when the tangent of the curve
points in the scale direction, and we find that the curve is
horizontal only when the numerator is zero. These horizontal points corresponds generically to two curves that meet
at one scale yielding an annihilation or creation of a pair of
feature points. Whether it is an annihilation or creation for
increasing scale can be accessed through the sign of txx :
negative for annihilation and positive for creation. If the
second order structure txx vanishes, we will have an event
of even higher order.
The Gaussian scale space image satisfies the heat equation, changing the general program of catastrophe theory
slightly [2]. To describe the local jet in space and scale we
develop the image in heat polynomials, i.e. polynomials satisfying the heat equation. In 1D they can be generated by
the following recursion formula

The experiments we have performed are on binary images of characters. The quantisation implies that the images are non-generic at lowest scale but will behave as a
generic image, when the scale is increased. This further
implies that edges (Lww = 0) initially will be close to the
mid-isophote (midway between light and dark), and we may
hence approximate their behaviour as the behaviour of the
mid-isophote. This also suggests that the image will evolve
initially according to Euclidean Shortening
Flow,
 since the
?
~
isophotes evolve according to @t S =  + LLww
w N in Linear Scale-Space, where S is an isophote,  is its curvature,
~ is its normal [5]. We will thus expect creations to be
and N
high scale phenomena.
In Figure 1–3 some experiments on the letter ‘c’ are
shown. From these experiment we conclude that both the
spatial extremal and the single isophote approaches display
similar behaviour on the following points: Creation events
occur, localisation is poor at high scale, and finally, the
number and localisation of critical points at low scale is
similar for all a, but the evolution is very different.
Conversely, experiments have shown that the spatial extremal approach is very sensitive to noise with respect to the
topology. The single isophote approach is very stable in this
respect!
We conclude by Figure 3 that when the corners of
a single isophote are ordered according to their absolute
strength, varying a changes this ordering. Notice especially that the peak at approx. arc-length 40 is practically
removed when a is increased while its neighbour at approx. arc-length 20 becomes the dominating corner point
for a = 2.
Finally, for both approaches we have concluded that the
value a = 1 seems to be the simplest with respect to the
number of catastrophes. Especially for a = 0 many catastrophes appear.

v0 = 1; v1 = x; vn = xvn?1 + 2(n ? 1)tvn?2 :
A local polynomial model of the 2D image may then be
constructed from the jet (the local derivative structure) as

L~ =

XX

i=0 j =0

ij vi (x)vj (y );

where the ’s are constants proportional to the spatial
derivatives in (x; y; t) = (0; 0; 0) by factorial factors.
~ , we compute A;
~ B
~ . We count the linear conGiven L
straints on the jet (the ’s) to be satisfied for a given event
to happen. In general we have 3 translational degrees of
freedom of the coordinate system so that in a generic image
we can satisfy linear constraints on three different coefficients. Furthermore we can choose the spatial rotation of
our coordinate system freely to simplify expressions.
We have analysed the corner definitions outlined above.
In all cases, the curves have generically points at which the
curve’s tangent has no scale component and second order
curve structure such that both creation and annihilation will
generically happen. On top of this, the case a = 3 has
higher order events happening in critical points of the image, but they are of no interest when considering maxima
of jC j since C = 0 here. The events for critical points in
C are the approach of a saddle to a minimum or maximum.
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Figure 1.

Critical points of the image of ‘C’ for

a
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Figure 3. Law?1 Lvv for the letter c at t = 61:8 and for a 2
f0; : : : ; 3g. For the isophote curvature (a = 0) the arc-length
functions begins on the outer side of ‘c’, reaches the sharpest corner
corresponding to the maximal peak, travels along the inner side of
‘c’ yielding negative curvature and reaches the onset of the outer
part again at approximately arc-length 90. The same arc-length
function is used for the other corner measures as well.

= 0:::3

respectively.
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Figure 2.

A Zoom on the lower part of the critical point structure of the mid-isophote of ‘C’ for a = 0 : : : 3 respectively.
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